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FOUNDING PRINCIPLES: 
 

1. Education First: Education is the most important single goal. Education was the 
foundational principle of Hope for Haiti. The focus on education permeates all of 
our programming.  

 
2. Never impose your standards on someone else: Hope for Haiti always asks, “How 

can we help?” This simple question is at the core of Hope for Haiti’s founding. We 
never impose what we assume to be best on someone else. We believe that 
communities know best what they need, and families know what they require most 
for their children. Hope for Haiti exists to connect communities and families with 
the resources needed to improve their lives. Hope for Haiti partners with local 
communities after those communities define their own needs. We then work in 
partnership with the local communities to help meet those needs - education, 
healthcare, access to clean water, infrastructure improvements, or economic 
opportunities.  

 
3. Low Overhead: Focus on keeping administration and fundraising costs very low to 

ensure that a very high percentage of every $1 raised is invested into quality 
programming to improve the life for the Haitian people, particularly children. 
Financial accountability and transparency are paramount. We are cautious of 
hidden administrative fees and costs for services - in particular when it comes to 
fundraising.  

 
4. Apolitical: Hope for Haiti has remained totally apolitical, as Hope for Haiti’s mission 

is to serve the Haitian people, not its ever-changing government. We are an 
international non-profit, not one that works to achieve any political gain. We have 
been very cautious that any person or entity with which Hope for Haiti aligns, never 
places Hope for Haiti in a position where it could be seen as endorsing one political 
side, or another.  
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5. Stay Below the Radar: Hope for Haiti has never had its name on signs, cars, etc… in 
Haiti. We are not there to toot our own horn; we are there to serve the poorest of 
the poor. Our philosophy is to operate in the background, supporting the local 
community by providing key components to create a strong foundation. We don’t 
wish to advertise our work or have our name in lights. We want to remain clearly 
focused on what needs to get done. This not only has helped Hope for Haiti fulfill 
our mission over the years, it has also provided a safer environment for our team 
members, and the organization as a whole.  

6. A Mission First Philosophy: Every decision made is done through the lens of what 
best supports the mission of Hope for Haiti. Will this decision improve the quality of 
life for the Haitian people, who are the recipients of the resources raised? They are 
the highest priority for the organization. No individual can ever place his/her 
personal interest above the mission of Hope for Haiti.  
 

7. Fiscal Responsibility: Ensuring the organization always has the resources needed 
to best serve the Haitian people, especially during challenging times. The following 
criteria are fundamental to achieving and maintaining this standard.  A minimum of 
a 12-month reserve is critical to the longevity of any organization. Careful expense 
control and strong fiscal acumen is essential always. Proper vetting of all vendors, 
staying GAAP compliant, and holding the highest financial standards across the 
organization, is of utmost importance. Full Board support and approval of the 
budget is essential, as is holding management accountable for meeting budget 
projections. We hold every individual who is a part of the organization to the highest 
standard of honesty, integrity, and transparency.  

 
8. The Personal Touch: Hope for Haiti has been able to stand out in the crowd by 

keeping a family culture. Having a personal touch with every individual connected to 
the organization is essential. A wet ink signature, with a personalized note on a 
thank you letter, is critical to ensuring that our gratitude and human connectedness 
is communicated to donors and partners. The time required to make a genuine 
personal connection is always worth it.  

 
9. People Give to People: People believe in people, not organizations. They give 

because they trust that you will make the best use of their money. Trust is critical!  
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10. Entrepreneurial: Hope for Haiti is innovative and creative. Challenges are seen as 
opportunities to make a difference in the lives of our Haitian children, families and 
communities.  We learn from our mistakes and seek to always improve.  

 
11. Always 100%: Hope for Haiti believes in providing the best service possible. We 

always want to be best in class. Achieving only 95% of any goal is unacceptable. We 
finish what we start! We strive for 100%; but we remain humble and ask for help 
where it is needed.  

 
12. Keep Your Blinders On: Staying focused on what we do best is critical for success. 

There are a great number of things that always need to be done in Haiti; but getting 
into other people’s soups (aka mission creep) will only dilute our resources and 
reduce effectiveness.   

 
13. Joy: Life is meant to be celebrated; it is a gift. Hope for Haiti always seeks to spread 

joy through our mission. We want the Hope for Haiti community to foster 
meaningful relationships, celebrate together by dancing, laughing, and by enjoying 
the precious lives that we have been given.  

14. Love: We do everything with love. We believe we are one global family and that love 
is a universal language. Our work is an expression of the love that we have for one 
another and for our Haitian brothers and sisters.  
 

15. If it was easy, anyone could do it: There will be difficult days. We know that 
anything worth working for is challenging. But it is because it is difficult that you are 
the right person for the job. If it was easy, anyone could do it. But it’s not, and the 
Hope for Haiti family is strong, courageous, and resilient. That is why you are here! 

 
 


